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The energy transition in Germany  

A 2012 inventory1 carried out by Observ'ER2 and the 'Fondation Énergies pour le Monde’3 shows that 
Germany plays an important role in energy production based on renewable sources of energy: it is in 
1st place for solar energy, in 3rd place for energy from biomass and in 4th place for wind energy. How 
to explain this success?  

Germany has set itself ambitious targets in the framework of its energy transition, 'Die Energiewende' 
. The country has committed to definitively stop producing nuclear energy and intends to close its 
power stations by 2022. Germany therefore wants to ensure that by 2050, 60% of its energy (and 80% 
of its electricity consumption) is renewable energy. What are the implications? How will these 
objectives be achieved? Which resources are needed?  

Milestones 

The decision to adopt a new energy policy was not entirely unexpected. The energy transition project 
was started in1998 at the start of a new coalition between the SPD (Sozialdemokratische Partei 
Deutschlands) and the Green Party (Bündnis 90/Die Grünen). The project consisted of 4 important 
areas4: 

1. The transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy; 
2. Increasing energy efficiency; 
3. Reducing the greenhouse gas effect; 
4. Gradual phasing out of nuclear energy by 2022. 

On 29 March 2001, the Renewable Energy Act (Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz5, EEG) was adopted. 
This legislation enables citizens to produce renewable energy and obliges network operators to 
purchase this energy at a price laid down by law and fixed for 20 years. This system is financed by a 
tax borne by all consumers together (EEG Umlage). It is intended to compensate for the additional cost 

of the fixed price in comparison to the market price.  

                                                           
1 http://www.energies-renouvelables.org/observ-er/html/inventaire/pdf/15e-inventaire-Chap02.pdf  
2 The EurObserv'ER barometer measures the progress made by the European energy cooperatives.  Website: 
http://www.eurobserv-er.org/  
3 ‘La Fondation Énergies pour le Monde’ has a number of national, decentralised electricity projects in various 
continents. Site: http://www.fondem.ong/  
4 http://www.sortirdunucleaire.org/Le-tournant-energetique-allemand  
5 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-02-739_fr.htm  

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89nergie_renouvelable
http://www.energies-renouvelables.org/observ-er/html/inventaire/pdf/15e-inventaire-Chap02.pdf
http://www.eurobserv-er.org/
http://www.fondem.ong/
http://www.sortirdunucleaire.org/Le-tournant-energetique-allemand
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-02-739_fr.htm
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Following the nuclear disaster in Fukushima, the phasing out of nuclear energy was shifted up a gear 
in Germany. On  30 June 20116, a number of new measures for the reform were adopted 
(Atomgesetz)7:   

1. The immediate shutdown of the 8 oldest reactors.  
2. An increase in the energy production by 2.1% per year.  
3. Closure of the last nuclear reactor in 2022. 
4. Reducing the greenhouse gas effect by 40% in 2020 and by 80-95% in 2050, with 1990 as 

the reference year.  
5. Reducing primary energy consumption by 20% by the year 2020 and by 50% by the year 

2050, with 2008 as the reference year. This corresponds to a reduction of between 2.3 
and 2.5% per year and is likely to be the most ambitious objective. 

6. Reducing electricity consumption by 10% in the year 2020 and by 25% in the year 2050, 
with 2008 as the reference year. This will be a challenge, as the use of electrical vehicles 
is still being encouraged.  

7. Reducing consumption for the heating of buildings by 20% in 2020. 
8. Ensuring that 50% of primary energy is renewable energy by 2050 and to increase this to 

35% of  total electricity consumption by 2020. Renewable energy sources, such as wind 
energy and hydropower, will produce the majority of the additional energy. 

The advance of cooperatives in Germany 

The demand for more decentralised8 energy production is paving the way for cooperatives9. That is 
clearly visible in Germany. 

A cooperative facilitates the development of local projects. Resources and knowledge are gathered 
around a local need. The cooperative model allows citizens to contribute to and become involved in 
an energy project. Being the owner of an energy system automatically results in more readily 
accepting the system. One of Ecopower's slogans is, with good reason: “Yes in my backyard”. 

It signals the end of the monopoly of large energy providers. In Germany, the 'EEG' act allows citizens 
to produce green energy and to become independent with regard to this basic need. Many citizens 
have collectively seized this opportunity with both hands, knowing there is ‘strength in numbers’10. 

                                                           
6 http://www.iddri.org/Publications/Collections/Idees-pour-le-debat/WP0512_AR_post-
fukushima%20energie%20All.pdf  
7 https://www.bundesregierung.de/ContentArchiv/DE/Archiv17/Artikel/2011/08/2011-08-05-gesetze-
energiewende.html  
8 This electricity is produced by systems with a limited capacity linked to a network with a lower voltage. 
9 
https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05
e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf  
10 https://www.deutschland.de/fr/topic/vie-moderne/societe-integration/les-cooperatives-en-allemagne  

http://www.iddri.org/Publications/Collections/Idees-pour-le-debat/WP0512_AR_post-fukushima%20energie%20All.pdf
http://www.iddri.org/Publications/Collections/Idees-pour-le-debat/WP0512_AR_post-fukushima%20energie%20All.pdf
https://www.bundesregierung.de/ContentArchiv/DE/Archiv17/Artikel/2011/08/2011-08-05-gesetze-energiewende.html
https://www.bundesregierung.de/ContentArchiv/DE/Archiv17/Artikel/2011/08/2011-08-05-gesetze-energiewende.html
https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf
https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf
https://www.deutschland.de/fr/topic/vie-moderne/societe-integration/les-cooperatives-en-allemagne
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At the latest Coop Break 'Light my fire'11 by Coopburo, president of the REScoop.eu network Dirk 
Vansintjan explained what they believe is behind the success of the strong advance of cooperatives in 
Germany. REScoop identifies 4 important factors: 

1) Positive and stable regulations  
2) Regulations facilitating access to the network  
3) Political recognition 
4) The normatieve, cultural framework 

There is a surge in the number of cooperatives in the renewable energy sector in Germany. The 
Fukushima nuclear disaster has highlighted once more the need to phase out nuclear energy and to 
invest in green energy. At present, the country has more than 800 energy cooperatives with no less 
than 150 created in 2012, compared to just 8 in 2006. The graph below shows the accumulative 
number, since 2006, of cooperatives for renewable energy in Germany.  

 

Like the REScoop.be12 network in Belgium, these cooperatives have come together in the German 
federation for cooperatives, the DGRV (Deutscher Genossenschafts- und Raiffeisenverband13). 
According to its website, the DGRV has 22 million active members.  

                                                           
11 http://www.coopburo.be/fr/kalender/151022-coop-break-light-my-fire-save-the-date-brussels  
12 Renewable Energy Sources Cooperatives are open groups of citizens who work together on matters relating 
to renewable energy or energy efficiency (production, distribution, stocks and services). They have been set up 
throughout Europe. More information is available at: http://www.rescoop.be/  
13 http://www.genossenschaften.de/energie. More information is available at: 
http://www.dgrv.de/de/ueberuns/historiedgrv.html  

http://www.coopburo.be/fr/kalender/151022-coop-break-light-my-fire-save-the-date-brussels
http://www.rescoop.be/
http://www.genossenschaften.de/energie
http://www.dgrv.de/de/ueberuns/historiedgrv.html
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Between 2006 and 2014, 718 cooperatives were created consisting of approximately 145,000 
members (of which 130,000 are natural persons) bringing together a capital of EUR 470 million14. This 
is enabling a green energy production of 830 million Kwh, equal to the average annual consumption 
of approximately 140,000 households15. The following maps show that a great number of 
cooperatives, including members of REScoop.eu, are concentrated in Germany, in addition to other 
countries. 

  

The trump cards of the cooperative model in bringing about the energy transition  

How to explain the boom in energy cooperatives in Germany?  The desire of people to actively 
participate and keep the added value created in their region. Thousands of citizens invested 
collectively in their region, sometimes with modest amounts of only a few euros. The cooperative is 
also the perfect solution for the ambition to decentralise energy production in the framework of the 
'Energiewende’. We highlight two competitive advantages of the cooperative16:  

                                                           
14 
https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05
e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf  
15 http://www.latribune.fr/green-business/l-actualite/20131023trib000792002/en-allemagne-l-energie-verte-
est-une-affaire-de-citoyens.html  
16 www.coopburo.be, ‘Coop Break, 'Light my fire', The energy transition, an opportunity for cooperative 
energy-production’. October 2015. 

https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf
https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf
http://www.latribune.fr/green-business/l-actualite/20131023trib000792002/en-allemagne-l-energie-verte-est-une-affaire-de-citoyens.html
http://www.latribune.fr/green-business/l-actualite/20131023trib000792002/en-allemagne-l-energie-verte-est-une-affaire-de-citoyens.html
http://www.coopburo.be/
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1) A cooperative facilitates the activation and local retention of savings. In Germany, on average 
50%17 of the financing of cooperatives is from their own funds and they are often supported 
by a solid network of cooperative banks. By way of comparison, in Belgium each year €2,000 
per person disappears abroad  for the purchase of fossil fuels18.  

2) A second advantage is that these types of projects become accessible to citizens through 
cooperative enterprises. They no longer have to passively watch as these projects take shape 
but can actively participate in building their own, preferred projects. The essential formula of 
the cooperative is: shared ownership, democratic management and providing for a joint 
need.  

Points to consider and new paths   

Energy tax costs have significantly increased Germany's energy bill by as much as 20 billion euros per 
year19, and this is making the government have doubts about the required approach in the future. The 
fixed rates for solar energy – determined by the German 'EEG' act – are already regularly cut and this 
is likely to continue in the future.   

Should we therefore be worried about the cooperatives? In spite of the unfavourable circumstances 
the number of cooperatives continues to rise, but this annual growth is slowing down (see the graph 
below). A strong motivation for members of cooperatives is their desire to contribute to the energy 
transition.  

Below is a graph showing the annual growth of energy cooperatives:  

 

                                                           
17 http://www.novethic.fr/lapres-petrole/energies-renouvelables/isr-rse/allemagne-les-cooperatives-moteur-
de-la-transition-energetique-141257.html 
18 www.coopburo.be, ‘Coop Break, 'Light my fire', The energy transition, an opportunity for cooperative 
energy-production’. October 2015. 
19 http://www.latribune.fr/green-business/l-actualite/20131023trib000792002/en-allemagne-l-energie-verte-
est-une-affaire-de-citoyens.html 

http://www.coopburo.be/
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In the last 20 years, the EEG act has created a stable environment that provides guarantees for 
producers. This has resulted in an exceptional growth of energy cooperatives in Germany, and 15 years 
after the adoption of the act these cooperatives are responsible for approximately 30% of all 
electricity produced in the country.  
But at the same time, the sector is also the victim of its own success. The explosive increase in solar 
and wind energy has dramatically increased Germany's energy bill. In 2014, this meant an increase 
of €250 per year for a family of 3. This energy bill is incomprehensible to consumers because, 
paradoxically, they are now paying more for their energy than the market price20. 
  
The graph below shows the development of the tax (EEG-Umlage) paid by all consumers, between 
2010 and 2016, in eurocents per kWh. It appears that this tax has more than tripled.  
 

 

The price of electricity has evolved from 13.94 eurocents per kWh in 2000 to 28.81 eurocents in 2015. 
According to the forecast for 2020, the price could increase to 33 eurocents!21 The EEG-Umlage is 
responsible for 21.4% of the price of electricity (2015)22.   

At the same, we can end on a positive note, for in  2014 the production of renewable energy 
surpassed the most used fossil commodity, brown coal.  

This graph shows the German energy mix in 2014 23: 

                                                           
20 http://www.lemonde.fr/economie/article/2013/08/23/les-effets-pervers-de-la-sortie-du-nucleaire-en-
allemagne_3465437_3234.html  
21 https://www.stromvergleich.de/strompreise  
22 http://strom-report.de/eeg-umlage/  
23 The survey was carried out in 2015 with the figures of 2014. 

http://www.lemonde.fr/economie/article/2013/08/23/les-effets-pervers-de-la-sortie-du-nucleaire-en-allemagne_3465437_3234.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/economie/article/2013/08/23/les-effets-pervers-de-la-sortie-du-nucleaire-en-allemagne_3465437_3234.html
https://www.stromvergleich.de/strompreise
http://strom-report.de/eeg-umlage/
http://www.google.be/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjt8ovHp_zKAhXMNJoKHXehBMwQjRwIBw&url=http://strom-report.de/strompreise/&bvm=bv.114195076,d.bGs&psig=AFQjCNEOlcaRd6BbUKnmMDLoAnl-fqmy9g&ust=1455712952802340
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Erdgas = natural gas 
Kernenergie  

= nuclear energy 
Braun-kohle = brown coal 

Steinkohle = coal  
Sonst = other 

Windkraft 
 = wind power 

Biomasse hausmüll  
= biomass based on 

 household waste 
Photovoltaik  

= solar energy 
Wasserkraft  

= hydropower 
 
 

In spite of a fall in the value of investments as a result of the reduction of tax measures, we see a 
continued increase in the number of energy cooperatives as a result of changing attitudes. For 
instance, during the first 10 months of 2015 more solar energy was produced than in the entire year 
of 2014: 35 billion kWh. 

The following bar chart shows a measurement of the motivation of citizens to commit to the 
foundation of an energy cooperative: 

24 

                                                           
24 

https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05
e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf  

https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf
https://www.dgrv.de/webde.nsf/7d5e59ec98e72442c1256e5200432395/0773f60d3d0e5ab8c1257d4f003fa05e/$FILE/Pr%C3%A4sentation_Rene%20Gro%C3%9F_DGRV.pdf
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Terminology 
 
Genossenschaft Cooperative  
Kapitalgesellschaft Other company types 
Verein Non-profit organisation 

 
 
Time line 
 

 

                                                           
 


